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The 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase complex was first purified from pig heart muscle by Sanadi et al. (1952) , and their method has been used with occasional slight modifications by most subsequent workers (e.g. Massey, 1960; Smith et al., 1974; see, however, Hirashima, et al., 1967) . Sanadi (1963) was also the first to propose a catalytic mechanism for the overall reaction of the enzyme complex on the basis of his investigations of the roles and locations of the cofactors thiamine pyrophosphate, lipoic acid and FAD within the complex, and of the coenzymnes, NAD+ and CoA, which participate in the reaction (Massey, 1960; Sanadi, 1963) . This mechanism is shown in Scheme 1.
Kinetic studies on the pig heart complex had, until recently, been solely concerned with the measurement of Km (or KI) values for one or more substrates (or products) in the presence of saturating concentrations of the other substrates (Massey, 1960; Kanzaki et al., 1969; Johnson & Connelly, 1972; Smith et al., 1974) . The values for the kinetic constants that theyreported do not agree with each other, but the conditions of assay were different in each case.
To complete our simulation studies of the citric acid cycle (McMinn & Ottaway, 1976) , numerical values for the rate constants of the individual steps of the 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase reaction were required, and for this purpose it was necessary to check whether the mechanism proposed by Sanadi (1963) for the enzyme complex (Scheme 1) holds. This mechanism is such that the first product (CO2) Vol. 161 is released before the second substrate (CoA) binds, and the second product ] is released before the third substrate (NAD+) binds. This can be described in Cleland's (1963) terminology as a Hexa Uni Ping Pong mechanism. Establishing the mechanism is particularly important for simulation, since the Sanadi (1963) mechanism predicts that NADH is a competitive inhibitor with respect to NAD+. We have shown that NADH is an important factor in the control of flux through the citric acid cycle, exerted especially through malate dehydrogenase (McMinn & Ottaway, 1976; Ottaway, 1976) .
We needed to simulate the 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase accurately enough for its importance as a cycle-regulation point to be assessed. Hamada et al. (1975) attempted to establish the enzymic mechanism from studies of steady-state kinetics. They concluded that their results were compatible with the Hexa Uni Ping Pong mechanism, although at high NAD+ concentrations there was a divergence from the expected behaviour. They reported that NADH inhibition is competitive with NAD+, whereas, using very similar substrate concentrations, Smith et al. (1974) found that this inhibition was noncompetitive. Both groups showed that succinyl-CoA inhibition was competitive with CoA. The results of Smith et al. (1974) (Cleland, 1963; Fromm, 1967; Dalziel, 1969; Fisher et al., 1972 ). Cleland's (1963 method requires one of the substrates (S.) Dalziel, 1969) .
The method of Fisher et al. (1972) Fromm's (1967) analysis predicts that if, the doublereciprocal plots of the results are parallel, then the mechanism is Ping Pong, but if they converge it is sequential. We found this method useful for distinguishing that the addition of 2-oxoglutarate and release of CO2 is Ping Pong, but it was less useful in analysing the binding order of NAD+ and CoA, and other methods had to be applied to establish a plausible kinetic mechanism.
A preliminary report of this work has been published (McMinn & Ottaway, 1975) .
Materials and Methods
CoA, NAD+ and 2-oxoglutarate were obtained from Boehringer (Mannheim, Germany). Cysteine hydrochloride was obtained from BDH Ltd. (Poole, Dorset, U.K.). Other chemicals used were of analytical grade. Substrate solutions were prepared fresh each day.
The 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase complex was prepared by the method of Sanadi (1969) from fresh pig heart muscle. Concentrations of the final enzyme solutions were between 1.3 and 3 mg/ml, with a specific activity of between 0.75 and 0.85mol of NADH produced/min per mg of protein at 30°C. The enzyme solutions were stored at -4°C; this produced no appreciable decrease in activity. Protein was measured by the method of Lowry et al. (1951) , with bovine serum albumin as standard.
Assays of the initial-velocity behaviour were carried out at 30°C in an SP.1 800 recording spectrophotometer. Cuvettes were preincubated at 30°C for approx. 5min before initiating the reaction by the addition of 0.01 ml of enzyme solution. CoA and NAD+ samples were added just before the preincubation stage to minimize any non-enzymic destruction. All assays were carried out in duplicate. The assay mixtures all contained (in 1 ml) 0.08M-potassium phosphate buffer (pH7.2) and 0.4mM-cysteine hydrochloride (pH7.0-7.5). The concentration ranges of substrates were: 0.025-0.5mM-2-oxoglutarate (pH 7.2), 0.005-0.1 mM-CoA and 0.02-0.4mM-NAD+ (pH7.2).
The assay mixtures were set up as described by Fromm (1967) (Ottaway &Apps, 1972) , was used, because it was possible for several observations to have the same co-ordinates on a two-dimensional map. A chloropleth map represents the average value over an area (Monkhouse & Wilkinson, 1971) .
Results

Qualitative analysis ofthe mechanism
Reciprocal plots of the initial-rate data gave a set of linear parallel plots when 2-oxoglutarate was the variable substrate Sx (Fig. la) . However, when CoA or NAD+ was the variable substrate, the plots showed considerable non-linearity (Figs. lb and lc). These results were repeatable with different preparations of the enzyme. The only fact that can be certainly deduced from these graphs is that 2-oxoglutarate binds and is decarboxylated, and CO2 is released from the e'nzyme complex, before the next substrate binds. The curvature of the other reciprocal plots makes it impossible to apply Fromm's (1967) rules to them. Bardsley & Childs (1975) have suggested a method of analysing non-linear double-reciprocal plots. This is essentially an analysis of v against s curves for points of inflexion and turning points, to gain information about the degree to which the substrate terms are raised.in the numerator and denominator of the rate equation. We found with our data that we could come to no definite conclusions, because the points of inflexion could not be located precisely enough on v against s plots; very-many more data would be needed for this method to be successful.-Both more Vol.161 data points for each assay and more replicates of each point measured would be required.
Quantitative analysis ofthe mechanism
Since no further information could be gained from the data by either Fromm's (1967) analysis or that of Bardsley & Childs (1975) , it was decided to use a different approach, that of 'total fit'. The fit of the complete set of initial-velocity measurements to the rates predicted by (steady-state) initial-velocity equations corresponding to several kinetic mechanisms was examined by an optimization procedure as described by Davis & Ottaway (1972) . All five mechanisms shown in Fig. 2 were fitted to the experimental data with equivalent initial estimates of the unknown kinetic constants. The best fit was ( 1) where vcaic. is the initial velocity calculated according to the given rate equation containing the current estimates of the unknown parameters, and vm.a.. is the corresponding experimental value (Ottaway, 1973) .
We found with our initial-rate data that there was a positive correlation between initial velocity and the unsigned errors. This correlation was abolished by the use of the fractional deviations as described, and we verified this, for our own results, graphically. Methods of dealing with more systematic variations have been discussed by Storer et al. (1975) .
Experience showed that the program called SIMPLEX (see Nelder & Mead, 1965; Davis & Ottaway, 1972) was faster than more sophisticated procedures for large sets of data, and, moreover, convergence to a minimum did not depend on the initial estimates of the parameters.
The five mechanisms shown in Scheme 2 were chosen on the following basis. Mechanism 1 is the Hexa Uni Ping Pong (Sanadi, 1963) mechanism. Although the Fromm (1967) analysis predicts that this is unlikely to be the mechanism ofthe enzyme, it is useful as a basic model with which other mechanisms can be compared. Mechanism 2 has a sequential binding of CoA and NAD+. From the information that can be gained from the initial-rate data, this is as plausible a mechanism as the Hexa Uni Ping Pong, and therefore must be included. Mechanisms 4 and 5 both have random binding of CoA and NAD+ and both would be expected to give non-linear reciprocal plots where CoA or NAD+ is the variable substrate. overall has a fairly even correspondence between theoretical and experimental values. Mechanism 1, however, shows wide variation in the fitting and has areas of very high (>40 %) error. The fit of the other three rate equations was examined similarly and confirmed that mechanism 5 gives the best overall fit of those examined.
Statistical analysis ofresults
The goodness offit ofthe data to the various models was examined statistically in two ways. It should be emphasized that the statistical methods used are to some. extent empirical, as the theory of non-linear least-squares inference has not yet been completely tested (R. A. Elton, personal communication). However, the need for methods of testing models of multi-enzyme systems is so great, in contrast with single-substrate enzymes for which techniques are now beginning to be agreed (Markus et al., 1976) , that it has been thought worthwhile to draw attention to the approaches outlined below, as they agree with one another in indicating that one of the models 1977 If the value of F is significant, then the error (deviation) due to the fitting is significantly larger than that due to the measurements; hence the fit to the data is not as good as it could be. If, however, Fis not significant, this implies that the error due to the fitting is no greater than the error in the measurements, and such a mechanism can be considered as an acceptable fit to the data. (The limitations on the term 'significant' discussed at the beginning of this section still hold here.)
The results of this test are shown in Table 2 . Only mechanism 5 yields a non-significant value for F, which allows us to infer that this mechanism has a high probability of being an acceptable description of the experimental data, in contrast with the other mechanisms tested. However, it must be pointed out that statistical tests cannot show that whay particdiar mechanism is a unique description of the data. [NAD+J (mM) Fig. 3 .,s/v against s plots ofthe NADH-inhibition data where NAD+ is the variable substrate NAD+ was the variable substrate. NADH concentrations were 0.0 (e), 0.01 mM (A), 0.02mM (M) and 0.05 mM (A). Concentrations of the fixed substrates were (a) 2-oxoglutarate, 0.05mM, and CoA, 0.005mM (both non-saturating), and (b) 2-oxoglutarate, 0.5mM, and CoA, 0.05mM (both saturating). Lines were fitted by computer by Cleland's (1963) method. The curved line in (b) was fitted by eye. Initial velocities are expressed in pmol of NADH/min per mg of protein. Vol. 161 non-saturating. We have fitted straight lines to the data, but it should be remembered that these maywell be non-linear plots (see Fig. 3b ). Mechanism 5 predicts that the NADH-inhibition data-should yield non-linear plots, however, at the substrate concentrations used, the deviation fromlinearityisvery slight.
Values ofkinetic constants
The values ofthe complex constants for mechanism 5 found by optimization, which will be used in subsequent simulation studies, are given in Table 3 . Km values have no meaning for rate equations as complex as this, but the 'S50' value for each of the substrates was computed from the values in Table 3 by setting the other two substrates at 'saturating' concentrations. Table 4 . Comparison ofkinetic constants and S50 valuesfor the pig heart 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase S50 values are calculated as described in the text. The Sso value given here is the lowest concentration of CoA that will give half-maximal velocity. Mechanism 5 predicts that CoA will exhibit substrate inhibition, so there is more than one concentration of CoA that can give half-maximal velocity. OG, 2-Oxoglutaric acid.
KOG (mM)
KcOA ( Hamada et al. (1975) Smith et al. (1974) The present study
Discussion
The work reported here indicates that the kinetic mechanism of the 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase complex is not a simple sequence of substituted enzyme (Ping Pong) reactions. It appears from the statistical significance uncovered by our 'total fit' procedure that the kinetic mechanism is random, at least with respect to binding of NAD+ and CoA, and therelease ofsuccinyl-CoA. This randombindingwith the consequent appearance of squared substrate terms in the denominator would account for the nonlinearity of the reciprocal plots (Fig. 1) . It would also account for the non-competitive inhibition of NAD+ by NADH reported by Smith et al. (1974) , and our own finding of a mixed inhibition by this product (Fig. 3) .
It is possible that the non-linearity ofthe reciprocal plots could be due to homotropic allosteric effects, but we have rejected this possibility, because there is at present no evidence for allosteric behaviour of the 2-oxoglutarate complex, in contrast with the Escherichia coli pyruvate dehydrogenase complex (Shepherd & Hammes, 1976) , for which binding of acetyl-CoA at sites other than catalytic sites has been established.
It must be borne in mind, however, that the mechanism that we have proposed for the reaction may be the simplest one which gives an acceptable fit to our data. We have assumed, in constructing the models shown in Scheme 2, that the one part of the overall reaction which does seem certain to involve an ordered substitution step, the decarboxylation of oxoglutarate, precedes the other two stages, because in the steady state neither the transfer of the succinyl residue through the lipoate succinyltransferase subunit to CoA, nor the transfer of 2H through the transferase and lipoamide dehydrogenase subunits to NAD+, can occur before the oxoglutarate has been decarboxylated. We have also assumed that release of NADH is the last step in the process, but this need not be so. It is noteworthy that the NADH-inhibition plots are not simple (Fig. 3) ; moreover, the distribution of error, even in the best model, is worse in relation to NAD+ than to the other two substrates (Fig. 2) . These findings, together with those of Hamada et al. (1975) , which indicate that the binding of CoA (or succinyl-CoA) retards the binding of NAD+ (or NADH), suggest that the behaviour of the enzyme system towards NAD+ (or NADH) is not straightforward. A more complicated sequence of intramolecular transfers, perhaps dependent on substrate concentrations, could be envisaged which could describe the sequence of events at this point in the reaction more accurately.
We do not think, however, that we could prove that more complex models give a better fit. The F test is already significant for model 5 at the 1 % level of probability; other models might give an equally significant result, but there would be no criterion for choosing between them. It is theoretically possible that the 'comparison of models' test could give a positive decision, but, since any more complex model than those we have suggested would involve even more parameters in the rate equation the reduction in residual error by the optimization program would have to be very considerable indeed for statistical significance to be reached. It does not seem likely that this would happen, particularly in view of the difficulty, touched on below, of assuming that a 'global minimum' has beenreached. We think that the limit of model building on the basis of steady-state measurements has been reached, and that other lines of approach are required to establish more precisely the dynamics of the reactions catalysed by the complex.
We are nevertheless gratified at the progress which we were able to make by using 'total fit'. When it became clear that the conventional double-reciprocal plots were not linear, analysis of the mechanism by 1977 578 established methods became very unrewarding. The usefulness of 'total fit' was considerably enhanced by applying statistical tests, even if they rest on a somewhat insecure basis, otherwise the decision whether a particular optimization minimum represented a 'satisfactory' fit depended almost entirely on aesthetic judgment about the distribution of error on plots such as those shown in Fig. 2 . Although the 'comparison of models' test is particularly valuable for preliminary decisions about the fit of models, and is very convenient for use with enzyme rate equations because they can all be regarded as 'special cases' of a basic model, that is the equation corresponding to the basic model contains all the variables that appear in the more complex equation, there are nevertheless some pitfalls in applying it. The chief of these is that no optimization minimum can ever be guaranteed to be the 'global minimum', i.e. it can never be stated unequivocally that it lies at the centre of the deepest depression on the response surface (Beveridge & Schechter, 1970; Davis & Ottaway, 1972 Although it has been known for some time that the 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase complex, like the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex, contains a very large number of peptide chains, and that the three functional groups are attached to three different kinds of protein (Reed, 1966; Koike et al., 1971) , the relation between the molecular architecture and the kinetic mechanism has not hitherto been discussed. Vol. 161
The reaction is still written as if only three peptide chains are involved, one for each of the partial reactions (Scheme 1; see Hamada et al., 1975) . One apparent difficulty is that the numbers of chains of the three types within the complex are not equal; although the values are not known so exactly as they are for pyruvate dehydrogenase, the proportions of the decarboxylase/trans-succinylase/lipoate dehydrogenase chains are probablyabout 6:1: 6 (Tanaka et al., 1972) . It is, however, the average residence time ofeach type of chain in the substituted form that determines its reactivity with respect to the other two, and therefore, unless the structural role of the trans-succinylase as the core of the complex (Koike et al., 1971 ) is overwhelmingly large, one may suppose that the three types of subunit are present in amounts that give them roughly equal catalytic effectiveness.
The way in which the complex is constructed suggests that each protein chain of a particular type is within range of a few, certainly more than one, molecules of the next catalyst in the sequence shown in Scheme 1. The expression 'within range' is deliberately vague, because it is not clear at present whether physical contact of the active sites is necessary for transfer to take place between the subunits; evidence suggests that, so far as the E. coli pyruvate dehydrogenase complex is concerned, the lipoate 'swinging arm' is out of reach of the NAD+-binding site (Shepherd & Hammes, 1976) . We suggest that the ability ofeach subunit to react with more than one of another type gives the reaction within the complex its semi-random character. We may consider Scheme 3 to represent the three independent sets of subunits that are able to react with each other. Each set contains protein chains both in the substituted and in the normal states.
We have already pointed out that transfer of succinyl and 2H from a reactive site ofthe set 1 chains is a necessary precursor of subsequent reactions. If the complex as a whole is not working at maximum activity, it is not, however, necessary that the oxidized lipoate chain that accepts the succinyl residue is precisely the one which accepted the previous residue. The latter could remain in the reduced state for some time before being reoxidized, so long as there remains a pool of oxidized lipoate sites in set 2 capable of continuously accepting succinyl residues from a decarboxylase site. Similarly, the FAD of a chain in set 3 could conceivably remain reduced for a finite period of time, and another, within working range of the same trans-succinylase unit, could accept the next pair of oncoming hydrogens.
Thus, on the average, at moderate rates ofcatalysis, the sequence of events beyond the release of CO2 would appear to be random. As the complex is forced nearer its saturating throughput, however, the mechanism would become more strictly sequen-Scheme 3. Representation of the 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase complex showing possible relationship between structure and random-binding kinetics This scheme shows some of the species of the three subunits of oxoglutarate dehydrogenase which could co-exist within one molecule of the complex during the catalytic process. Note that for El (the dehydrogenase) there is an obligatory reaction sequence for every subunit, wvhereas for the other two subunits (E2 and E3) this is not necessarily so. For further explanation, see the Discussion section. For explanation of abbreviations, see legend ofScheme 1.
tial, because there would no longer be a pool of unused prosthetic groups within sets 2 and 3. Finally, each succinyl group would have to 'queue up' on the decarboxylase subunit until a lipoate residue became available, and this could onlyhappen when the residue that had been reduced immediately beforehand had been reoxidized by a subunit in set 3. The fact that the mechanism is also Ping Pong in type depends on the fact that the substituted chains are not able to revert to their normal state until the acyl residue has been transferred to another acceptor. This restriction does not hold for E3, and the kinetics with respect to NAD+ may be slightly different from that for the other two components of the complex.
A proposal of this type explains why the previous workers on the enzyme, who used saturating concentrations of the fixed substrates, reported the mechanism to be Hexa Uni Ping Pong in character (Massey, 1960; Reed, 1966; Hamada et al., 1975) . It was not until the rate ofreaction began to be measured at non-saturating concentrations of all three substrates that the possibility ofrandom transfer between components within the complex could become manifest.
